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ECONOMY

Rapid Urban Railway trains SKM in Warsaw

2014 is expected to bring a gradual return on the growth path for the Polish economy.
Last year, the GDP growth is estimated to reach only 1.5%, the lowest result since 2001,
although the highest level in the EU. This year the country’s economy is forecasted to grow
by 2.8%, showing a general improvement of labour and investment markets. Inflation
remained on a record-low level of 0.7% in the fourth quarter. Reference interest rate stood
at 2.5% for half a year. It is anticipated that the interest rates will increase sliglthly by the
end of 2014 to 2.75%, still a low figure.
With 1.7 million inhabitants living within the city limits and 3.2 million people in the whole
agglomeration, Warsaw is the biggest urban area, the capital city as well as the economic
and cultural centre of the country.
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The average monthly salary in the enterprise sector in Warsaw totals around EUR 1,200.
The capital city has also the highest purchasing power in the country with the GFK’s
PPIndex per captia at 173 in relation to the country’s average (100) and 79 in relation to
the European average (100).
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The labour market in the city has been constantly growing with the unemployment rate
at 4.8%, in comparison to 13.2% registered for the whole country at the end of 2013.
For the last five years, the greatest surge of employment has been registered in financial
and insurance sector (33%), professional services sector (22%) and business support
(19%). These sectors are also forecasted to expand in the upcoming years, creating
new workplaces. An important factor within the labour market is the BPO / SSC sector
(innovative business services), which accounts for around 19,000 workplaces in the
capital, as reported by ABSL. Warsaw is positioned as 32 in terms of its BPO / SSC
attractive environment according to Tholons Top Outsourcing Destinations 2014 ranking,
which is four positions higher than in comparison with the previous year’s results.
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Transport infrastructure in Warsaw has developed rapidly over the last few years, distinctly
enhancing the city’s impression as a modern and engaging metropolis. This is exemplified
by such infrastructure investments as the second metro line construction, Warsaw’s
southern bypass, the construction of new bridges and tram routes, the renovation of the
existing road system and the extension of the airport.
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Prime office yields in selected cities
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Warsaw continues to capture most of investors’ attention. Prime assets remained of major
interest, although investors are showing a growing appetite for non-central locations
and secondary schemes with asset management potential. As prime commercial assets
available for purchase are still at a premium, this should have profound implications
for the further development of the investment market. Therefore, secondary assets and
markets should gain more popularity. Yields remain stable with a gradual compression
noted in the office sector. Prime office, retail and industrial yields are estimated at 6.00%,
5.90% and 7.40% respectively.
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The investors demand is relatively strong and focused both on the prime assets as well as
the value-add opportunities. German open-ended and close-ended funds such as Union
Investment, Invesco, Deka or Allianz are the most active buyers. Significant share has
also been registered by the American, French and British investors. A visible trend is an
increasing activity of domestic buyers.
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Retail have always been the most popular asset among investors, representing a 43%
share of the transaction volume. Some of the largest shopping centres such as Silesia
City Centre in Katowice (EUR 413m), Galeria Kazimierz in Krakow (EUR 180m), Wola
Park (EUR 160m) and a 23% share of Zlote Tarasy in Warsaw (EUR 140m) or Galeria
Dominikanska in Wroclaw (EUR 152m) were traded. Also office sector attracted many
investors, generating 34% of the total volume with the largest transactions including New
City (EUR 127m), Mokotow Nova (EUR 121m) and Senator (EUR 120m), all in Warsaw.

Property investment volume
(EUR million)

Moscow

The investments into commercial properties have always been crucial for the development
of the whole market. Warsaw real estate is one of the key targets for all institutional funds
and private investors, looking to diversify their investment portfolio across Europe.
Low market risk and the relative strength of economic fundamentals puts Poland and
its capital city to be seen as a promising destination and continue to attract foreign
companies. Poland’s total investment volume in the commercial property sector
exceeded EUR 3.2 billion in 60 transactions last year. This figure shows a 19% growth in
comparison to 2012.

Source: CBRE, Jan 2014
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OFFICE MARKET IN WARSAW
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Prime office rents in Warsaw
(EUR/sq m/month)
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locations
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locations

Prime headline
rents

25 - 26

14 - 15

Prime effective
rents

21 - 23

11 - 12

Average
headline rents

18 - 20

11 - 13

Source: CBRE, Q4 2013
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The upcoming years might bring some new challenges to the office market in Warsaw:
• The increased competition is forecasted to create an upward pressure on the vacancy
level and a downward pressure on the level of rents.
• During 2014 and 2015 a number of refurbished office schemes are scheduled for
delivery, including Ethos, Spektrum Tower and Moniuszki 1a. All of these mentioned
buildings were quite recently vacated by major occupiers and are currently being
renovated in order to meet higher standards. The interest of tenants shown towards
these schemes might prove if they can successfully compete with the brand new
projects.
• In the next three years a relatively large amount of new office space is scheduled for
delivery in the City Centre of Warsaw, to a large extent along the constructed metro
line. Throughout 2014-2016 as much as 350,000 sq m is expected for completion
in central locations, mostly to the west of CBD. Once this space is completed, the
amount of office stock in the City Centre will increase by over 25%.
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Prime headline rents in Warsaw have reached EUR 25 - 26 /sq m/month in the City
Centre and EUR 14 - 15 /sq m/month in the Non-Central locations. In both areas the
prime rental level has registered a 5% decline since the beginning of the year, caused
mainly by a high level of competition among office developers. Average rents are around
EUR 20 /sq m/month (central) and EUR 12 /sq m/month (non-central) with an increasing
number of offered incentives lowering the effective rates even by 25% below the level of
headline rents. This trend should continue at least until the end of 2015.

B-class vacancy rate (%)
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The vacancy rate in Warsaw surged to the level of 11.8% at the end of Q4 2013, in
comparison to 8.8% registered at the end 2012. The increased level of vacant space
is caused mainly by a relatively high number of speculative deliveries and the high
propensity of office tenants to relocate from B-class schemes to modern A-class buildings.
Strong activity from developers will contribute to a further growth in the level of vacancy.
Nevertheless, in the long run, the additional space should be gradually absorbed by the
market.

B-class vacancy (sq m)
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Increasing levels of activity from office developers is strongly connected with a robust
demand from tenants. With the exception of the critical year 2009, the annual gross
take-up in Warsaw has surged constantly for over a decade. In Q4 2013 leasing
activity in Warsaw reached 115,000 sq m. This means that throughout 2013 as much
as 633,000 sq m was leased, which translated into a 4% growth y-o-y. The number of
on-going leasing processes suggests that 2014 might bring another record in this regard.
Tenants in Warsaw still want to expand and improve the standard of their premises,
triggering strong demand for new office space. The largest lease transactions of 2013
included a pre-lease agreement by Polkomtel at Konstruktorska St. (22,700 sq m), owner
occupation of Wola Centre by Getin Group (18,900 sq m), as well as a new lease by
Urzad Rejestracji Produktow Leczniczych, Wyrobow Medycznych i Produktow Biobojczych
in Adgar Park West (13,000 sq m).

A-class vacancy (sq m)

Warsaw

Over 75% of developed office space is concentrated in the three biggest office zones –
the City Centre, Mokotow and Okecie as well as Aleje Jerozolimskie (Ochota). Strong
developer activity is also registered in Wola district, in the vicinity of Rondo Daszynskiego.
The new infrastructure improvements have had a direct impact on the office locations.
The office zones are constantly increasing as a result of the construction of the second
metro line, new road connections and the ring roads. The City Centre enlarges, while
the boundaries between the southern zones are melting, giving space to one big “airport
zone”, with significant potential to gain in importance and grow to join the ranks as one
of the most important business districts in Europe.

Vacancy rates in Warsaw

Brussels

Total modern office stock in Warsaw amounts to over 4.1 million sq m, out of which
30% is located in the City Centre. Currently, there are new 41 office schemes under
construction totalling over 600,000 sq m. That puts Warsaw among the top five European
cities (just after Paris, London and Moscow) with the highest office development activity.
The biggest schemes under construction in Warsaw include Warsaw Spire (100,000 sq m)
developed by Ghelamco, Q22 (52,000 sq m) by Echo Investment and Gdanski Business
Centre (49,000 sq m) constructed by HB Reavis. Other active office developers in Warsaw
are Skanska Property Poland, Capital Park and Hochtief Development.

Office zones in Warsaw
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City centre

1,247,000

10.6%

Central Business District

473,000

12.2%

City Centre Fringe
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9.6%

Non-central locations

2,866,000

12.2%

Mokotow

1,152,000

12.4%
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193,000
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RETAIL MARKET IN WARSAW

Pasaż Wiecha (Photo:PZ Studio)

The retail market in Warsaw started developing in the mid-1990’s with the first
schemes being the 1st generation shopping centres developed by the well-recognized
international developers such as Auchan, Carrefour, Tesco, Metro Group. Along with
market development Warsaw’s retail offer has also been enriched by new retail formats.
Promenada, the first of the 3rd generation centres was built in Warsaw by the end of
1990’s by ECE Projektmanagement and was a pioneer project due to its entertainment
component (a multiplex cinema). A few years later GTC brought Galeria Mokotow
to the market; this scheme was a long-term market leader in terms of Warsaw’s best
schemes, however in 2004 it conceded priority to Arkadia, which nowadays attracts
over a million customers monthly. By 2007 Zlote Tarasy, the most recognizable Warsaw
scheme developed by ING Real Estate, joined the group of the capital’s prime retail
developments.
Since the completion of Zlote Tarasy the retail market stock in Warsaw has grown
significantly by 17%, bringing the total stock level to over 1.4 million sq m last year,
which translates into a density of 430 sq m of retail area per 1,000 inhabitants. The
low saturation of the Warsaw market when compared to other agglomerations creates
numerous retail opportunities.
2013 completions included the opening of Warsaw’s third outlet centre – Factory
Annopol, a prime mixed-use scheme - Plac Unii City Shopping, Galeria Podkowa in
the satellite city of Podkowa Lesna and two extensions – Galeria Mokotow and Auchan
Lomianki.

There is currently one project under construction – Royal Wilanow will soon bring nearly
7,000 sq m of retail space to the market in a mixed-use scheme. The future pipeline is
polarized towards small, convenience or mixed-use projects from one side, and largescale schemes on the other. The first group includes Hop Stop in Falenica district (7,000
sq m), Ghelamco’s Vogla Park in Wilanow district (11,000 sq m) and Ferio Wawer
(12,000 sq m). Larger pipeline schemes to be completed in 2015/2016 are: Fabryka
Wolomin (31,000 sq m) as well as Galeria Wilanow and Galeria Bialoleka offering
60,000 sq m of retail space each.

Zlote Tarasy shopping centre (Photo:jankarol.com)

Warsaw retail market composition
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Chmielna street, City of Warsaw (Photo:PZ Studio)
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Refurbishments of shopping centres
1. Dom Mody Klif
2. Galeria Renova
3. Galeria Mokotow

A few other market trends can be observed, designating the direction of changes:
• Further extensions and phases;
• Well-performing schemes are being extended in order to retain clients by ensuring
they are provided with a wider choice;
• The owners of older schemes are increasingly deciding to enlarge their projects by
adding further phases in order to refresh them;
• The most current examples of the pipeline extensions and phases include Centrum
Janki, Wola Park, and Promenada;
• Mixed-use city centre schemes. An increasing number of planned mixed-use (office
and retail) schemes in good locations is noticeable, with Smyk and Centrum
Marszalkowska (former Sezam store) being the most prominent examples. This is
forecasted to give a substantial boost to the development of high street retail;
• An increasing number of developers have decided to redevelop old, historical sites
into opportunistic retail/mixed-use projects. This movement has been initiated by BBI
Development (Koneser) and Griffin Group (Hala Koszyki).
The high street retail market in Warsaw is still awaiting infrastructural changes that are
yet to come – the completion of the second metro line’s central junction is scheduled for
the end of 2014 and is likely to give a considerable boost to the high street retail sector.
Nowy Swiat and Trzech Krzyzy Square retain the position of Warsaw’s best retail locations.
New international retailers coming to the Polish market still prefer to locate their stores in
prime shopping centres rather than on high streets. Over 20 newcomers joined the retail
map in Warsaw in 2013, with the most prominent of them being Karl Lagerfeld, Louis
Vuitton, Hollister, Armani Jeans and Bering.

4. Tesco Gorczewska
Planned
1. Warszawa Wilenska
2. Arkadia
3. Blue City
4. Atrium Targowek
Source: CBRE, Q4 2013

Warsaw is undoubtedly the most expensive retail location in Poland, but remains one of
the cheapest in Europe. Prime rents for the best 100 sq m units reach 75 - 90 EUR/sq
m/month. The average rents in shopping galleries are estimated at 35 - 45 EUR/sq m/
month. The level of prime high street rents varies between 65 and 90 EUR/sq m/month.
The rental rates have been quite stable in Warsaw and this should not change significantly
in the future.
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About CBRE Group, Inc.
CBRE Group, Inc. (NYSE:CBG), a Fortune 500 and S&P 500 company headquartered in Los Angeles, is the world’s largest commercial real estate services and investment firm (in terms of 2012 revenue).
The Company has approximately 37,000 employees (excluding affiliates), and serves real estate owners, investors and occupiers through more than 300 offices (excluding affiliates) worldwide. CBRE offers
strategic advice and execution for property sales and leasing; corporate services; property, facilities and project management; mortgage banking; appraisal and valuation; development services; investment
management; and research and consulting. Please visit our website at www.cbre.pl
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